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Automatic penalty continuation in structural topology optimization
Structural topology optimization problems are often modelled using material interpolation schemes to produce almost
solid-and-void designs. The problems become non convex due to the use of these techniques. Several articles introduce
continuation approaches in the material penalization parameter to reduce the risks of ending in local minima. However, the
numerical performance of continuation methods has not been studied in detail. The first purpose of this article is to
benchmark existing continuation methods and the classical formulation with fixed penalty parameter in structural topology
optimization. This is done using performance profiles on 225 minimum compliance and 150 compliant mechanism design
problems. The results show that continuation methods generally find better designs. On the other hand, they typically
require a larger number of iterations. In the second part of the article this issue is addressed. We propose an automatic
continuation method, where the material penalization parameter is included as a new variable in the problem and a
constraint guarantees that the requested penalty is eventually reached. The numerical results suggest that this approach
is an appealing alternative to continuation methods. Automatic continuation also generally obtains better designs than the
classical formulation using a reduced number of iterations.
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